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1. Introduction

Queueing theory has been considerably studied since Erlang started designing telephone exchanging system in 1909 Erlang (1909), and many important theories have been developed Burke (1956); Jackson (1957); Kendall (1953); Little (1961). Nowadays, it is applied to study many social systems such as the internet Kasahara (2002); Mukherjee & Manna (2005), a resource management system Barabasi (2005), a vehicular traffic system Helbing et al. (2006) and a pedestrian traffic system D. Helbing & Treiber (2005).

Traffic flow and pedestrian dynamics have been studied actively by using the theory of particle systems, fluid dynamics and cellular automaton Chowdhury et al. (2000); Helbing (2001). Especially, we simulate the dynamics of cars and pedestrians efficiently by using cellular automaton models since its time and space are both discrete. Pedestrians’ movement is treated as a stochastic process in the floor field model Nishinari et al. (2004), which is a cellular automaton model for pedestrian dynamics. Then we have succeeded in calculating the total evacuation time analytically by using the floor field model, and studied the way of smooth evacuation Yanagisawa et al. (2009); Yanagisawa & Nishinari (2007).

Calculating the mean waiting time in the queueing system, whose bottleneck is a service window is similar to calculating the total evacuation time from a room, whose bottleneck is an exit. However, the former does not take into account of the effect of spatial structures, while the latter does.

According to the queueing theory, the waiting time of a fork-type queueing system is shorter than that of a parallel-type queueing system (Parallel) (Fig. 1 (a)). However, fork-type queueing system considered in the normal queueing theory (N-Fork) (Fig. 1 (b)) does not reflect the effect of the walking distances from the head of the queue to the service windows. The effect of the distances cannot be ignored in a system such as a large immigration inspection floor in an international airport since walking distances become very long.
Therefore, we have combined the queueing theory and the floor field model, and introduced the effect of delay in walking from the head of the queue to the service windows in the queueing theory. Suitable type of queueing system under various conditions is obtained by analyzing the new queueing theory. When there are plural service windows, the queueing theory indicates that a fork-type queueing system, which collects people into a single queue, is more efficient than a parallel-type queueing system, i.e., queues for each service windows. However, in our walking-distance introduced queueing theory, we find that the parallel-type queueing system is more efficient when sufficiently many people are waiting in the queues, and service time is shorter than walking time. Since the model is studied not only by simulation, but also by theoretical analysis, we have succeeded to obtain the diagram, which indicates the suitable type of queueing system according to the designing conditions.

In the fork-type queueing system, people at the head of the queue starts to move only when one of the service windows become vacant. Since this walking time reduces the efficiency, we consider two new methods for improving the efficiency of the queueing systems. First, we set the head of the queue at the center of the system to decrease the effect of walking distance. This transformation of the system decreases the walking distance to the service windows for pedestrians. Second, we have proposed to keep one person waiting at each service window when it is occupied by other person. Then the waiting person can instantaneously receive service at the window after the former person leave there.

In addition to the theoretical analysis, the experiments of the queueing system for people have been performed. We have verified that the mean waiting time of the parallel-type queueing system becomes smaller than that of fork-type in the congested situation, experimentally. When we have kept one person waiting at each window, the mean waiting time has dra-
matically decreased, i.e., the efficiency has improved, as we have expected from theoretical calculation.

Finally, we consider the situation where there are two kinds of people, whose service time is short and long. The analytical result says that we can decrease people’s waiting time and their stress by setting up queues for each kind of people separately.

2. Walking-Distance introduced Queueing Theory

2.1 Distance introduced Fork-type Queueing System: D-Fork

In a parallel-type queueing system (Parallel) (Fig. 1 (a)), people wait just behind the former person, so that there is no delay in walking. While, in a fork-type queueing system, people take some time to walk from the head of the queue to the service windows. However, the walking time is not taken into account in a fork-type queueing system in the normal queueing theory (N-Fork) (Fig. 1 (b)), and people move from the head of the queue to the service windows instantaneously. Therefore, we consider D-Fork as in Fig. 2 by representing the walking distance using cellular automaton. The gray cells are window cells, and the numbers described in there are window numbers. The white cells are passage cells. Note that the letter “C” described in the passage cells represents the common passage cells. For example, both persons who are going to the window 3 and 4 pass the common passage cells. People sometimes cannot go forward in the common passage cells since there is a possibility that other people stand in front of them. The place that people are waiting, which is not divided into cells, is a queue.

\[ a, b \in \mathbb{N}, \lambda \in [0, \infty), \mu \in [0, \infty) \]

represent the number of service windows, the arrival rate, and the service rate, respectively. \( s \in \mathbb{N}, a = 2, b = 2, \) and \( k = 2. \) Service windows have two states: vacant and occupied. When a person at the head of the queue decides to move to the vacant service window \( n \in [1, s] \), it changes into occupied state. A service starts when the person arrives at the service window, and after it finishes the state of the service window changes into vacant state.

2.2 Update Rules

The simulation of walking-distance introduced queueing systems consists of the following five steps per unit time step.

1. If there is at least one vacant service window and one person in the queue, and the first cell of the passage is vacant, then the person decide to proceed to a vacant service window which is the nearest to the head of the queue, and the state of the service window become occupied.

2. Add one person to the queue with the probability \( \lambda \Delta t \), where \( \Delta t \) is the length of the unit time step.

3. Proceed each person in the passage cells to his/her service windows with the probability \( \mu \Delta t \) if there is not other person at their proceeding cell.

4. Remove people at the service windows and change their states into vacant state with the probability \( \mu \Delta t \).

5. If 1. takes into practice, proceed the person at the head of the queue to the first passage cell with the probability \( \lambda \Delta t \).
2.3 Stationary Equations

We define the sum of the walking time and the service time at service window $n$ as a throughput time $\tau_n$, and its reciprocal as a throughput rate $\mu_n$. Here, we calculate the mean throughput rate $\bar{\mu}_n$ when $n$ service windows are occupied, and obtain stationary equations of D-Fork. We suppose that all passage cells are vacant by mean field approximation. Then, the mean value of the throughput time $E(\tau_n)$ is described as follows.

$$E(\tau_n) = \frac{1}{\mu} + \frac{a + b + k(n - 1)}{p}.$$  

(1)

The throughput rate $\mu_n$ is obtained as

$$\mu_n = \frac{1}{E(\tau_n)} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{\mu} + \frac{a + b}{p} + \frac{k(n - 1)}{p}} = \frac{\mu}{1 + \alpha + 2\beta(n - 1)}.$$  

(2)

where

$$\alpha = \frac{\mu(a + b)}{p}, \quad \beta = \frac{k\mu}{2p}.$$  

(3)

In the case $2\beta(n - 1)/(1 + \alpha) \ll 1$, we calculate the mean throughput rate $\bar{\mu}_n$ as

$$\bar{\mu}_n = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mu_i \approx \frac{\mu}{1 + \alpha + \beta(n - 1)}.$$  

(4)
By using (4) the stationary equations are described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda P_0 &= \mu_1 P_1 \\
\lambda P_{n-1} + (n+1)b_{n+1}P_{n+1} &= (\lambda + n\mu_n)P_n \quad (1 \leq n \leq s-1) \\
\lambda P_{n-1} + s\beta_s P_{n+1} &= (\lambda + s\beta_s)P_n \quad (n \geq s).
\end{align*}
\]

We obtain the mean waiting time \( W_q \) by solving (5) analytically. In the case \( \alpha = \beta = 0 \), we have the stationary equations of \( M/M/s \) Bolch et al. (1998) from (5), thus \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) represent the effect of walking time.

In our simulation the distribution of the throughput time is gamma distribution. We approximate it as exponential distribution in this calculation, however, when \( \beta \) is small the results from the exponential distribution approximated well to those from gamma distribution.

3. Comparison of a Parallel Queue and a Fork Queue

We compare the mean waiting time \( W_q \) of Parallel (Fig. 1 (a)), N-Fork (Fig. 1 (b)), and D-Fork (Fig. 2 (a)). Figure 3 (a) show \( W_q \) against the utilization \( \rho (= \lambda / (s\mu)) \). The results of analysis agree with those of the simulation very well. We see that \( W_q \) of N-Fork is smaller than that of Parallel and D-Fork in \( 0 \leq \rho < 1 \). There is a possibility that more than one person is waiting in one queue and no one is in the other queue in Parallel \( (s \geq 2) \), however there is no vacant service window in N-Fork when people are waiting in the system. This is the reason why \( W_q \) of N-Fork is always smaller than that of D-Fork in\( 0 \leq \rho < 1 \). By focusing on the curves of Parallel and D-Fork, we can clearly observe the crossing of them. This means that when the utilization \( \rho \) is small, i.e., there are not sufficiently many people in the system; we should form D-Fork to decrease the waiting time. On the contrary, when the utilization \( \rho \) is large, i.e., there are many people in the system, we should form Parallel. When \( \beta \) become large, the crossing point move to
the left. The strong effect of the walking distances extend the suitable \( \rho \) region for Parallel. This agrees with our intuition, since D-Fork is influenced by the distances but Parallel does not. The reversal phenomenon of \( W_q \) is obtained for the first time by introducing the effect of distance.

Figure 3 (b) shows the type of queueing system, which minimize \( W_q \) against \( \rho \) and \( \beta \) in the case \( s = 4 \). This figure is useful for designing queueing systems. The curves divide the \( \rho - \beta \) plane into three regions. In the lower left region \( W_q \) of D-Fork \( (s = 4) \) is the smallest, and in the upper right region \( W_q \) of Parallel is the smallest. Surprisingly, \( W_q \) of D-Fork \( (s = 2) \times 2 \) (Fig. 2 (b)) is the smallest in the middle region. This indicates that the choice of the type of queueing systems is not only Parallel and D-Fork, but also a combination of them. According to (3), \( \beta \) represents the ratio of walking time and service time. Therefore, D-Fork is suitable when service time is much longer than walking time. The value of \( \beta \) is small in most D-Fork in reality, however, in large queueing system such as an immigration inspection floor in the international airport, we should divide the large D-Fork into the several small D-Forks to decrease the effect of the walking distances.

4. Methods for Shortening Waiting Time in D-Fork

4.1 Set the Head of the Queue at the Center: D-Fork-Center

The head of the queue is usually set at the end of the system since we can efficiently use the space for the queue. However, people have to walk a long distance to the farthest window as in Fig. 2. Thus, we propose to set the head of the queue at the center (D-Fork-Center) as in Fig. 4 (a). Then, the mean throughput rate is described as follows:

\[
\hat{\mu}_n \approx \frac{\mu}{1 + \alpha + \frac{\beta}{n + \frac{1 + (\alpha-1)^{n+1}}{2\alpha}}}
\]  

Fig. 4. Schematic views of walking-distance introduced queueing systems \( (s = 4) \). (a) D-Fork-Center. The head of the queue is at the center of the system. (b) D-Fork-Wait. People can wait at the cells, which are described as “W”.
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Comparing (4) and (6), we see that the coefficient of \( n \) in (6) is half of that in (4). Therefore, the effect of the walking distance approximately becomes half if we set the head of the queue at the center. The mean waiting time is approximately calculated by replacing \( \beta \) of D-Fork with \( \beta/2 \) in Sec. 4.3. Note, that the (6) represents the \( \hat{\mu}_n \) in the case that both \( s \) and \( k \) are even number. The mathematical formulation of the other cases are described in Ref. Yanagisawa et al. (2008).

4.2 Keep One Person Waiting at the Window: D-Fork-Wait
The walking distance in D-Fork is essentially problematic, since it delays the start of services, i.e., people have to walk the passage before they start to receive the service. Thus, we propose to keep one person waiting at the service window. We call a queueing system which this method is applied to as D-Fork-Wait (Fig. 4 (b)). Since people are waiting just next to the service windows, they can receive service instantaneously when their former people leave there. The delay in walking is almost removed by this method, i.e., the effect of walking distance does not need to be considered. Therefore, the mean waiting time is approximately calculated by the expression for N-Fork.

4.3 Approximated Calculation and Simulation
Figure 5 show the mean waiting time \( W_q \) in D-Fork, D-Fork-Center, and D-Fork-Wait. We see that \( W_q \) in D-Fork-Center is always smaller than that in D-Fork in \( 0 \leq \rho < 1 \). This result verifies that we can decrease \( W_q \) by setting the head of the queue at the center. We also find that \( W_q \) in D-Fork-Wait is the smallest of the three since it almost completely removes the effect of walking time by keep one person waiting at the window. The well correspondence between the results of the theoretical analysis and simulation in \( \rho \leq 0.85 \) also verifies our assumption that D-Fork-Wait becomes close to N-Fork. However, in the large-\( \rho \) region, the result of the simulation becomes larger than that of the theoretical analysis. In D-Fork-Wait, there is a possibility that 2\( s \) people are in the window cells or passage cells, while \( s \) people is the maximum in the other cases. Thus, when \( \rho \) is large, people in the common passage cells cannot often proceed since other people are in front of them. This jam in the common
passage cells, which is not considered in the theoretical calculation, increase the waiting time in D-Fork-Wait when $\rho$ is large.

5. Experiments

We have performed the experiments to examine the two results in the former section. 1. There is a case that $W_q$ in Parallel becomes smaller than that in D-Fork. 2. We can decrease $W_q$ by keeping one person waiting at the window. We made the queueing system as in Fig. 1 (a), 2, and 4 (b), whose parameters are $s = 4$, $a = 1$ [m], $b = 0.5$ [m], $k = 3$ [m], $\lambda = 188/600$ [persons/sec], and $\mu = 1/8$ [persons/sec]. Figure 6 (a) is the snapshot of the experiment. Participants of the experiments enter the system and line up in the queue when the staff says to do so. They proceed to the windows and receive service. After that they wait at the starting position until the staff let him/her enter the system again. We put 188 people in 600 [sec] in one experiment. Note, that the arrival was random while the service was deterministic for simplicity. According to the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula Bolch et al. (1998), $W_q$ becomes small when the service is deterministic. Since this effect acts on all kinds of the queueing systems in the same way, the results are not critically influenced by deterministic service. Therefore, we can examine the result of the theoretical analysis and simulations by these experiments.

Figure 6 (b) shows the result of the experiments. We see that $W_q$ in Parallel is smaller than that in D-Fork. This result verifies our theoretical analysis and simulation by using the walking-distance introduced queueing theory. The reversal of $W_q$ between Parallel and D-Fork is observed experimentally for the first time in this paper. We also find that $W_q$ becomes dramatically small in D-Fork-Wait. This new result indicates that the method “Keep one person waiting” is an effective way to shorten the waiting time empirically.

6. Simultaneous Arrival of Many People

In the former sections, we discuss the queueing systems, whose distribution of interarrival time is exponential distribution, i.e. random arrival. Here, we consider the situation that many people arrive at the same time, such as arrivals of people who alight from trains and airplanes.
The total throughput time $T_{total}$ that all people finish leaving the system is calculated and studied to decrease it. We consider the system, which has four service windows. There are two kinds of people whose service time are short (SP) and long (LP). The service rate of SP and the number of service windows only for SP are denoted as $\mu_S$ and $s_S$, respectively. Similarly, those of LP are described as $\mu_L$ and $s_L$. We have three strategies as follows:

(S-a) Mix ($s = 4$) (Fig. 7 (a))
Both SPs and LPs use the same windows.

(S-b) Separate ($s_S = 1, s_L = 3$) (Fig. 7 (b))
SPs use the window only for SP and LPs use the windows only for LP.

(S-c) Separate ($s_S = 1, s_L = 3$) $\rightarrow$ Long ($s_L = 4$) (Fig. 7 (c))
First same as (b), but after all SPs have left, the window, which was only for SP, is open for LP.
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The distribution of the $T_{\text{total}}$ when 50 SPs and 50 LPs arrive at the same time is described in Fig. 8 (a). We see that the mean of $T_{\text{total}}$ of S-c is the smallest and that of S-b is the largest. When S-b or S-c is adopted, the queue of the SP is not affected by the distances. Thus SPs leave the system quickly. After all SPs have left, all four service windows are used efficiently in S-c, however, one window is not used in S-b. This makes S-c the best and S-b the worst.

We also discuss the stress of waiting people by Fig. 8 (b), which describes the number of people waiting in the queue against the time step $t$. People suffer from a stress when they are waiting in the queue and do not when they leave the system. Therefore, an area surrounded by the axes and the curves represents the sum of all people’s stress until they left. Clearly, we observe that (Area of S-c) $< (Area$ of S-b) $< (Area$ of S-a). It is interesting that when we compare $T_{\text{total}}$, S-a is better than S-b, however, comparing the stress, the result is opposite. We also find that S-c is the best strategy from the both point of views: $T_{\text{total}}$ and the stress.

If the arrival of people is random, it is difficult to adopt S-c since we cannot find out when to change the type of the queueing system. However, if we have information about people’s arrival, we can decrease both waiting time and stress of people by adapting the type of the queueing system into proper one.

When we apply this study to the real system, the service rates are estimated by the data from the measurement.

### 7. Conclusion

We have introduced the effect of walking distance from the head of the queue to the service windows and shown that the performance of a parallel-type queueing system is better than that of a fork-type queueing system when there are sufficiently many people in the system. The effectiveness of the two new methods is also studied. The mean waiting time becomes small when we set the head of the queue at the center or keep one person waiting at each service window in a fork-type queueing system since the effect of walking distance decreases. It also turns out that dynamical change of a queueing system decrease both waiting time and stress of people when two kinds of people, whose service time are short and long, come into the system at the same time.

We would like to emphasize that our study is based on the theoretical analysis, simulations, and experiments. Therefore, the results in this paper are reliable enough to apply to the queueing systems in the real world. It is an important future work to study the effect of the costs raised by the two methods. When we set the head of the queue at the center, the space for waiting people decreases, and at least one clerk is needed at the head of the queue to keep one person waiting at each window.
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